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Learners should be marked on their overall performance using a best fit approach. Each bullet point should be
considered and the learner awarded a mark based on their overall performance and based on the descriptors which
best describe what you have seen.
For example, where a learner shows:

•

Evaluation - all of the strengths and weaknesses = top end of Level 5

•

Analysis - A justified analysis = middle of Level 4

•

Overview - gives a fairly accurate overview = middle of Level 3

•

Assessment – gives an accurate and thorough assessment = top end of Level 5

•

Movement analysis – gives an accurate response to this = Top end of Level 4

•

Action plan - Produces an action plan that contains everything and overall is of a good standard for a GCSE level
candidate = Level 3

•

Best fit = on average middle of Level 4

Centres may like to use a form of tick sheet based on the Level of Response like the one below to tick where in each
level a learner is positioned. For example, ticks on the left indicate high in the level, ticks in the middle for middle of
the level marks and ticks to the right indicate low marks in the level:
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OCR GCSE assessment grid – Analysing and Evaluating Performance (AEP)
Level

5
(17–20
marks)

4
(13–16
marks)

3
(9–12
marks)

2
(5–8
marks)

1
(1–4
marks)

0

Evaluation

Oxford Cambridge and RSA

Analysis

Overview

Assessment

Movement Analysis

fully evaluates
the strengths and
weaknesses of their
own/a peers physical
fitness accurately, using
appropriate tests for
each component of
fitness

produces a fully
justified analysis of
the importance of the
different components of
fitness for their chosen
activity

gives an accurate
overview of all of the key
skills required for their
chosen activity

gives an accurate and
thorough adjustment
of their own/a
peers strengths and
weaknesses of their skills
required for a chosen
activity

movement analysis and
classification of skill is
detailed and accurate

•
•

evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of their
own/a peers physical
fitness accurately, using
appropriate tests for
each component of
fitness

produces a justified
analysis of the
importance of the
different components of
fitness for their chosen
activity

gives an accurate
overview of most of the
key skills required for
their chosen activity

gives an accurate
assessment of their
own/a peers strengths
and weaknesses of their
skills in their chosen
activity

movement analysis and
classification of skill is
accurate

•
•

evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of
their own/a peers
physical fitness, with
some accuracy, using
appropriate tests for
each component of
fitness

gives some justification
in their analysis of the
importance of the
different components of
fitness for their chosen
activity

gives a fairly accurate
overview of most of the
key skills required for
their chosen activity

gives an accurate
assessment of some
of their own/a
peers strengths and
weaknesses of their skills
in their chosen activity

movement analysis and
classification of skill is
fairly accurate

•
•

evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of their
own/a peers physical
fitness, with some
accuracy, using mostly
appropriate tests for
each component of
fitness

gives limited justification
in their analysis of the
importance of the
different components of
fitness for their chosen
activity

gives a fairly accurate
overview of some of the
key skills required for
their chosen activity

gives a limited
assessment of their
own/a peers strengths
and weaknesses of their
skills in their chosen
activity

movement analysis and
classification of skill is
limited

•
•

evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of their
own/ a peers physical
fitness, with limited
accuracy, they may use
appropriate tests for
each component of
fitness

gives little or no
justification in their
analysis of the
importance of the
different components of
fitness for their chosen
activity

gives an overview of few
key skills required for
their chosen activity

makes some attempt
to assess their own/a
peers strengths and
weaknesses of their skills
in their chosen activity

gives little or no
movement analysis and
classification of skill

•
•
•
•
•
•

The learner produces a very limited action plan containing:
limited identification of the skill/component of fitness being improved
with very limited justification based on their analysis of performance
a limited understanding of the principles of training
few drills and practices
limited evidence of SMART goal setting is present
overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is very limited

No evidence worthy of
credit

No evidence worthy of
credit

No evidence worthy of
credit

No evidence worthy of
credit

No evidence worthy of
credit

•

No evidence worthy of credit

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Action plan

Level

The learner produces a detailed and accurate action plan containing:
clear identification of the specific skill/component of fitness being
improved with full justification based on their analysis of performance
an excellent understanding of the principles of training
an excellent range of detailed drills and practices with coaching points
application of SMART goal setting is detailed and accurate
overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is excellent

5

The learner produces a detailed and accurate action plan containing:
clear identification of the specific skill/component of fitness being
improved with justification based on their analysis of performance
a good level understanding of the principles of training
a good range of detailed drills and practices with some coaching points
application of SMART goal setting is accurate
overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is very good
The learner produces an accurate action plan containing:
identification of the skill/component of fitness being improved with some
justification based on their analysis of performance
some understanding of the principles of training
a range of detailed drills and practices
application of SMART goal setting is accurate
overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is good
The learner produces a limited action plan containing:
identification of the skill/component of fitness being improved with
limited justification based on their analysis of performance
a limited understanding of the principles of training
a limited range of drills and practices
some application of SMART goal setting is present
overall understanding of the element chosen to improve is basic
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Need to get in touch?

We really value your feedback

If you ever have any questions about OCR qualifications or services (including administration, logistics and
teaching) please feel free to get in touch with our customer support centre.

Click to send us an autogenerated email about this resource.
Add comments if you want to. Let us know how we can improve this
resource or what else you need. Your email address will not be used
or shared for any marketing purposes.

Call us on
01223 553998
Alternatively, you can email us on
support@ocr.org.uk
For more information visit
ocr.org.uk/qualifications/resource-finder
ocr.org.uk
facebook.com/ocrexams
twitter.com/ocrexams
instagram.com/ocrexaminations
linkedin.com/company/ocr
youtube.com/ocrexams

OCR is part of Cambridge University Press & Assessment, a department of the University of Cambridge.
For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance programme your call may be recorded or monitored. © OCR 2022 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England.
Registered office The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA. Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.
OCR operates academic and vocational qualifications regulated by Ofqual, Qualifications Wales and CCEA as listed in their qualifications registers including A Levels, GCSEs, Cambridge Technicals and Cambridge Nationals.
Though we make every effort to check our resources, there may be contradictions between published support and the specification, so it is important that you always use information in the latest specification. We indicate any specification
changes within the document itself, change the version number and provide a summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between the specification and a resource, please contact us.
You can copy and distribute this resource freely if you keep the OCR logo and this small print intact and you acknowledge OCR as the originator of the resource.
OCR acknowledges the use of the following content: N/A
Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR or are thinking about switching, you can request more information using our Expression of Interest form.
Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of resources we offer to support you in delivering our qualifications.
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Please note – web links are correct at date of publication but other
websites may change over time. If you have any problems with a
link you may want to navigate to that organisation’s website for a
direct search.

